ORDER No. 1 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1157-1165 Dated 16/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 14 in r/o Smt. Asma Khatoon may be read her appointment as 05/12/1996 instead of 15/12/1996.
2. At serial No. 38 the name may be read as Smt. Sadhna Goswami instead of Smt. Sudha Goswami.

ORDER No. 2 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1166-1174 Dated 16/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 7 in r/o of Sh. Mohammad Wasti read his school name as GBSSS C-2, Yamuna Vihar I.D. 1104008 instead of GSKV C-2, Yamuna Vihar I.D. 1104024.
2. At serial No. 24 in r/o of Sh. Rajesh Kumar read his school name as GBSSS C-1 Yamuna Vihar I.D. 1104009 instead of GGSS No. 1 Ghonda I.D. 1104025.
3. At serial No. 40 in r/o of Sh. Joginder Singh read his date of birth as 01/09/2008 instead of 01/09/2009.
4. At serial No. 45 in r/o Smt. Manju Rani may be read her school name as GGSS B-1, Yamuna Vihar ID 1104023 instead of GSBV B-2, Yamuna Vihar ID 1104003.
5. At serial No. 72 in r/o of Smt. Poonam Verma read her school name as GGSS B-1, Yamuna Vihar instead of GBSB B-1, Yamuna Vihar.

ORDER No. 4 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1175-1183 Dated 16/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 31 in r/o of Sh. Ravi Krishan read his designation as PET instead of TGT.

ORDER No. 6 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1326-1334 Dated 20/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 8 the name may be read as Sh. Ram Pal Singh Verma instead of Sh. Ram Pal Singh.

ORDER No. 10 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1353-1361 Dated 20/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 6 in r/o of Sh. Randhir Singh read his ID as 19760081 instead of 1976008.

ORDER No. 14 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1326-1334 Dated 30/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 48 in r/o of Sh. Shri Pal Singh read his ID as 19830607 instead of 19830803.
2. Serial No. 44 Ram Pal Singh may be treated as cancelled.

ORDER No. 15 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1498-1506 Dated 30/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 28 in r/o of Krishan Kumar read his ID as 19970625 instead of 19970605.
2. At serial No. 87 the name may be read as Sant Ram instead of Sant Ram.
3. At serial No. 128 in r/o of Roop Nayar Nishad read ID as 19850371 of GSBV Khajoori Khas instead of 1965037 of GBSB Khajoori Khas.

ORDER No. 17 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1516-1524 Dated 30/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 2 in r/o of Sagwag Singh read his school ID as 1104143 instead of 1104153.
2. At serial No. 43 in r/o Devendra Singh Malik read his school as GSBV instead of GBSS.
3. At serial No. 44 in r/o of Hareesh Chandra Upadhyay read his school as GSBV instead of GBSS.
4. At serial No. 62 in r/o of Surinder Dutta read his school as GSBV instead of GSBV.

ORDER No. 18 (F52/DDE/Admin./MACP/10/1525-1533 Dated 30/3/2010)
1. At serial No. 35 in r/o of Sh. Om Prakash read his school as GSBV instead of GSVK.

All the other entries will remain same.